Visitors From Many Nations 

To Attend French Congress

Confirmed reservations by Friday afternoon for foreign participation in the International Congress of the French-speaking Americans in Lafayette April 3-5 included representation from France, Canada, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Belgium, Togo, Guyana, Haiti, Martinique, Guadeloupe, Madagascar and St. Pierre and Miquelon.

CODIFIL Chairman James Domengeaux released the following foreign guest list on March 31:

From France

France: Philippe Malaud, secretary of state to the prime minister in charge of civil service; Michel Brochard, technical advisor to Malaud; Raymond Cipolin, chief, service information in cabinet of minister of state; Philippe Rossillon, rapporteur general of the high committee for the defense and expansion of the French language; William Grud, representative of the department of cultural, scientific and technical services; George Rocholl, secretary of foreign affairs and attaché for political affairs in America; Gerard Errera, personal representative of Ambassador Charles Lecoeur, vice-president, Chamber of commerce of St. Pierre and Miquelon.

And also, Jacques Habert, senator in national assembly representing French-speaking citizens of Martinique; M. Aillaut, representing M. Tomassini, secretary general, UDR; Jean-Hervé Donnadieu, cultural advisor to the French ambassador in Washington, and Mrs. Donnadieu; Jean-Jacques Peyronnet, counsel general at New Orleans; Jean-Michel Pétinelli, cultural attaché at New Orleans; M. Burky, vice consul at New Orleans; M. Beau, press attaché at New Orleans; Henri Allys, secretary-general of the Association of French-speaking legislators; Pierre Join, counselor, cultural and technical cooperation agency, Paris; Mrs. Jean Rene Bernard; Auguste Viatte, president, French Culture Center; Mrs. Nicole Zend, "Le Monde"; Mrs. Claudine Wilson - Walker Cowen, "L'Express"; and Emanuel de la Taille, ORTF (France) Channel 1 and "France Panorama."

From Canada


And also, Jean-Paul LeBlanc, minister of municipal affairs and member of legislature, and Mrs. LeBlanc, New Brunswick; Judge Joseph Daigle, judge, superior court, New Brunswick; Dr. Adaline Savoie, president, University of Mon- ton, N.B.; George Alexandre Gagnon, Radio Canada and Eric Michel, Radio Canada, New Brunswick.

Quebec Delegates

In the Quebec delegation will be Yves Musard, representative - general of cooperation with the exterior; Mrs. Claire Kirkland-Casgrain, minister of cultural affairs, her two children and her secretary, Gisele Levesque; BonAs Renaut, member of the national assembly; Paul Asselin, director of international relations; Lionel Beaudoin, secretary general of cooperation with the exterior; Jean Tardif, director of cooperation with the ministry of education; Georges - Henri Daigle, director of cultural services for the exterior; Michel Tetu, member, joint press committee; Jules Briere, deputy minister of intergovernmental affairs; Jean-Guy Frechette, deputy minister of natural resources; Leonel Gaudreau, "Le Soleil" and Prevost.

Also participating from other French-speaking areas of the world will be from Haiti Roge Gaillard, professor and journalist; Lucien Montas, director of cultural affairs and editor of "Le Nouvelliste"; Dr. Jean-Baptiste Romain, dean of ethnology of Haiti.

Belgian Journalists

Two Belgian journalists will cover the congress, Pierre Barby of "Le Soir", Brussels and Andre Paris, president of "Le Rensevniement" of Abbeville, Togo's ambassador to UNESCO, will participate and so will Philippe Louis, a Guadeloupe attorney and president of OCAF. Martinique will be represented by M. Lucien, a university vice-president. From Guyana will come Max Frederic secretary general of the chamber of commerce, and Mrs. Frederic.

In addition to foreign and Louisiana journalists of the congress: Wilfred Beaulieu, editor of "Le Travailleur" of Manchester, New Hampshire, will be in Lafayette for the congress.

The visitors will begin arriving in Lafayette on flights arriving shortly after 6 and 10 o'clock Sunday night.

All events of the Congress with the exception of social activities are slated in Angel Hall at UI and the public is invited free of charge.